Ecocriticism

Trends in Scholarship
(Cf.
▶

Ganim, “Landscape and Late Medieval Literature”

▶

Langeslag, Seasons in the Literatures of the Medieval North, ch. 2)

▶

Herder to early s. xx: nature description reflects impact of
environment over its observer

▶

early mid-century (Curtius): landscape description is convention

▶

later mid-century (Pearsall & Salter): landscape serves theology
(bestiaries)

▶

turn of century: landscape description is mental culture imposed on
physical space

What Hides Behind Depictions of Landscape and Space?
(Ganim, “Landscape and Late Medieval Literature”)
▶
▶

Societal forces: agriculture as an economic driving factor
Power:
▶
▶
▶

▶

Spatial configuration reveals power structures
Language use dictates how power potential is deployed
(Perceived) emptiness as an argument in colonization

Representation:
▶
▶

Cosmography as a way of understanding the world
Earthly space as a microcosm of cosmic space and divinity

▶

Ideologically and politically reinforced fantasy: the world recreated
through the lens of an imaginary Holy Land

▶

Didactics: mystery plays as a collective spatial memory
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A new religion
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On what model?

▶

St Francis of Assisi

Ecocriticism
▶

Took shape as an organized field in the 1980s and 1990s

▶

Isolated work on the topic was being written as early as the 1960s
See bibliography and course reserves, e.g.

▶

▶
▶
▶

Glotfelty and Fromm, The Ecocriticism Reader
Branch and Slovic, The ISLE Reader
Rudd, Greenery

(My) Descriptivist Definition
The study of humankind’s natural environment as depicted in literature,
and of its engagement with that environment.

(My) Prescriptivist Definition
The study of humankind’s attitude towards its natural environment as
depicted in literature, with a view to critically assessing our
responsibilities.
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